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The Fine Line: Academic
Freedom Or Mouthing Off?
By AMY REYNOLDS
And
KAREN NEUSTADT
(CPS) — The chairman of a
black studies department, a
university football coach, a gay
campus minister and a philoso
phy professor — these four have
more In common than most
would think.
On the increasingly politically
correct campuses of the 1990s.
Leonard Jeffries. Bill McCartney,
the Rev. Peter John Gomes and
professor Michael Levin have
found themselves in the middle
of an academic freedom fight
that has more faces and sides
than possibly imagined.
Jeffries was the latest to feel
the heat — again - when the
City College Board of Trustees
voted March 23 to have Edmund
Gordon, a retired Yale University
professor who served as the
chairman of Yale s black studies
program.
Although Jeffries will remain
at the school as a tenured
professor, he has told The New
York Times he will file a lawsuit
against the school over the vio
latlon of his academic freedom.
Jeffries' removal as chairman
was the result of a speech he
gave In July .it a black arts
festival. "You can't trust the
white boy.' Jeffries told the
largely black audience. He added
that Jews .iiul the Mafia ion
spired in Hollywood to portray
blacks unfavorably in the movies
and that Jews helped finance
the slave trade. Immediately
following the speech, city and
state government officials .is well
as members of New York City's
large Jewish and Italian
communities urged <iiy College
officials to take some kind ofac
tion against Jeffries.
Many of today's politically
correct scholars argue that bla
tantly racist and inflammatory
statements like the ones attributed to Jeffries should not be
protected as academic freedom.

Others In the academic coin
munlty disagree and argue that
the concept of academic freedom
as guaranteed by the Consliiu
lion protects the freedom of all
speech, ideas and thoughts in
the academic world — a place
thai needs to be completely free
of censors to allow for InteUec
tual growth.

Should faculty
and staff be
allowed to voice
their opinions,
no matter how
repugnant those
views may be?
Some say yes,
others
no.
"If a college or university Is
not a forum for the exchange of
ideas, then our understanding of
the First Amendment in the U.S.
is Jeopardized." said Iris Molot
sky. spokeswoman for the
American Association of Uni
versity Professors. That's not to
mean that there aren't some
things we object to. but we don't
want to restrict free speech or
Ideas. What we need is more free
speech to say. Hey. we don't
agree with ilils
In one of the first rulings
dealing with the head-on colli
sion between I>C movement sup
porters and academic freedom
fighters, a U.S. District Court
judge ruled in favor of Michael
I,evin. a philosophy professor al
City College who studies race
differences and has said that
blacks are "significantly less in
telllgent than whites."
That sentiment got Ixvin into
trouble with City College officials
who formed a panel to review his
research and monitored his
classes. tevin sued and won
U.S. District Court Judge
Kenneth Conboy said the case

pointed out the dangers of the
"political correctness" move
inent.
This c.isc raises serious con
Btltutlonal questions thai go to
the heart of the current national
debate on what has come to be
denominated as political correctness' In speech and thought
on the campuses <>f the nation's
colleges and universities." Conboy said.
The Judge prohibited City
College officials from conducting
any further inquiries Into Levin's
writings or views and told the
school It could not establish
separate class sections in
certain areas solely because of
Levin's opinions.
"My court case shows that the
root won't come crumbling down
on (others who conduct similar
research). Levin told el's at (he
time.
But the roof has crumbled
down on others openly fighting
the PC tide.
A coach who became a hero
for turning around a losing foot
ball team has been the center of
controversy al the University of
Colorado for years, making
comments that have split the
campus and embarrassed administrators
Bill McCartney, known as
(o.ich Mac. has frequently
-hrrn accused ol using Ins posi
tlon to further his Christian
views against homosexuality.
The latest flap occurred in
January when he called homo
sexuality "an abomination of
Almighty Ood."
McCartney called a news
conference on campus to
express his support for a
campaign to ihorw out ■ state
law that protects gay men and
lesbians from discrimination in
housing and hiring.
Colorado President Judith
Albino, caught In the ensuing
lire, issued a statement
saying that a university "should
be a place where all ideas can be

1 Million More Students
May Get Financial Aid
By Charles Dervarics
would have provided needed
CPS Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (CPS) - The guarantees to low Income stu
House overwhelmingly approved dents struggling to pay for cola bill March 26 to Increase the lege. As an entitlement. Pell
maximum Pell Grant award and Grants would no longer be suballow as many as 1 million more ject to the annual appropriations
middle-Income students
to process that often leaves the
participate In the program.
program short of Its authorized
In a bill to reauthorize the funding level.
Higher Education Act, the House
"We agree that this bill Is a
voted to Increase the maximum step forward, but we're dlsap
grant from $2,400 to $4,500 a pointed that the House could
year for needy students.
not bring forward a bill that Is a
The bill also would extend giant step forward." said Selena
Pell eligibility to more middle- Dong, legislative director for the
Income students with family in
United States Student Assoclacomes above $35,000 a year. An Uon.
additional 1 million students
Dong said she expected
could become eligible for grants sponsors of the entitlement to
under the bill. House aides say.
Introduce a separate bill on the
But House education leaders plan sometime In the mid
also dropped a controversial 1990s.
plan to convert the grant program to an entitlement with
Elsewhere In Its bill, the
guaranteed funding. Some House also authorized a pilot
Democrats Joined conservatives program of direct student loans
In questioning the cost of the provided through the governplan, which was appro.ed by the ment to colleges and unlversl
House education committee last ties. More than 100 schools are
year.
expected to participate In the
The most recent action effecprogram, congressional aides
tively ends debate on the entisay.
tlement plan, at least for this
Under the plan, colleges
year. The Senate already would take over the duties of
dropped Its entitlement plan In banks In processing and
February citing a lack of sup
administering student loans,
port.
with the Department of Educa
Many student groups and tlon taking over the prim Ipal
educators expressed disapoversight role. The Bush admin
pointment with Inaction by Istratlon has expressed opposl
Congress, saying an entitlement
tlon to this plan.

The bill also would remove
equity In a home or farm as a
factor In determining a family's
eligibility for major student financial aid programs. In addition. It would broaden eligibility
for student loan programs to In
elude students from families
earning as much as $75,000 a
year.
The full House approved the
bill by a vote of 365-3. The ac
tlon now moves to a House-Sen
ate conference committee that
will try to resolve differences be
tween the competing House and
Senate proposals.
The Senate's bill, approved
Feb. 21, also would Increase the
maximum Pell Grant and open
Up grant and loan eligibility to
more middle Income students.
The Senate bill, however, does
ontaln a pilot program with
direct student loans.
Both bills would boost a fed
eral funding for pre college outreach programs, particularly
those aimed at low income, dls
advantaged high school students.
Leaders of the two chambers
will meet soon to designate conferees for the final House Senate
talks on the bill. Conferees are
expected to complete the work
sometime this summer.

aired and all people are wel
coined. However, no one has the
right to capture, through the
force of his oi hei position, tti.it
public forum lo promote private
views."
McCartney also has been at
the center of the following mci
dents
• In 1984. the American Civil
Liberties Union obtained a court
order that stopped the coach
from forcing his players to saj
prayers before games
• In 1989. attempts were
made to oust McCartney for
publicly supporting anti
abortion marches being staged
at a Boulder abortion clinic-.
• In 1989. the coach raised an
outcry when he said rape must
include physical abuse to
constitute a crime.
In contrast, at the Harvard
Divinity School, a bastion of
liberalism, the Rev. Peter John
Gomes has found himself in the
middle of a furor over his private
life. Gomes has publicly
professed his homosexuality.
According to Time Magazine.
Gomes declared. "I am a Chris
tian who happens as well to be
gay." In front of a cheering crowd
last November as he stood on
the steps of Memorial Church.
The black minister's revela
tion touched off protests from a
student group called Concerned
Christians at Harvard." which
was formed to force Gomes' res
ignation.
While there have been some
concerns raised by alumni over
Gomes' position, the school ad
ministration appears to back
him
Gomes, who has served as
minister of the university's
Memorial Church and a Plum
mer Professor of Christian
Morals, is well known for his
popular Sunday sermons.
According to an assistant.
Gomes was out of town and
could respond only to written
questions.

Three LC
Students To
Compete In
National
Forensics
Three Longwood College stu
dents have qualified for national
forensics competition.
Daniel Ellis, a Junior from
Richmond; Bill Fiege, a freshman from Onancock; and Dawn
Pohl, a Junior from Farmvllle,
will compete April 16 20 In theNational Forensic Association
(NFA) tournament at Mankato
State University In Minnesota
Only five percent of college
forensics competitors qualify for
the tournament.
Flege also will compete In the
American Forensic ASSOI lation
(AFA) tournament April <» 13 at
the University of Missouri St
Louis. Only one percent of com
petitors quality for this ton11i.i
ment. Flege Is only the second
Longwood student to qualify for
both tournaments.
He will compete In persu.i
speaking at the AFA tOUntS
ment. and at the NFA tourna
ment he will compete in that
category as well as In prose and
In duo Interpretation with Bills
Mrs. Pohl will compete In
prose and In pcrsuaslvr speak
Ing. She competed In last v
NFA tournament at Marshall
University.

Elections Set; Issues
Discussed In Forum
By LYNN GIANNI
Staff Reporter
Elections are set for this week
and the candidates have already
begun to make plans for their
offices. On Monday the 6th of
April candidates got together In
a forum to discuss Issues at
hand In this election.
All were In agreement that
student Involvement and rcpre
sentatlon Is the key to a sue
cessful student government.
Greg Crowley. a candidate for
sophomore class president
stated "Students don't realize
the potential of Student Government Association (SGA). and
I would like to see that change."
Unopposed for Senior Class
President Is Tara Confalone and
unopposed for Vice President Is
Shannon Nunnally. They have
already set plans for the class of
1993. A committee Is In the process of being formed that would
have senior representatives from
all organizations to help plan for
the upcoming year.
The candidates for Junior
Class President are James
Maudlin and Jason Walker.
Maudlin has set goals lor his
campaign that focus on Issues
such as establishing a lex.il>.ill
team at Longwood. creating a
more attractive campus, and
stronge i student representation
on school committees.
.I.ise.n Walker Is no stranger
to Student Government, he was
President of his Freshman class,
and this year he has served as
Corresponding Secretary of SGA
He feels this experience Is vital
and will help him better
represent his peers.
Maudlin or Walker will be
working with Julie Lindsay who,
due to the fat t she was unop
I. will he' the- JunlOl I
Vice Pre -Id. lit.
Students will i»- seta ting ten
representatives for Judll lal
Board .is well i he- i sndidatea
ioi ihe le positions an I elli la
Brown.
Jennifer Davlson,
Joseph Fortunate, Jennifer fox,
Sh.nnlse H.unlln. Cynthia
Harper. Julie Lindsay, Michelle
Llneweaver.
Carl
Long,
Stephanie Marshall, Erin Mc
Morrs, Susan
' i Prandy, i rU la Ann Popular,
and Amanda Walton
i hare ■
il other poet
tlons that are- still vacant. If
anyone la Interested In serving
on Student Governm> ol 01 on

any SGA committees, (hey are
encouraged to speak with their
class representative.
The Sophomore Class will be
looking to elect Its leaders for
the 1992-93 school year this
week as well. Running for the
office of President are Glenn
Baron and Greg Crowley.
Baron has hopes that If
elected she will be able to serve
her class through committee In
volvement. and work on coin
munlcatlon between admlnls
trators and students.
Crowley would like to focus
his efforts on student leadership
on campus. He would work to
develop programs that promote
awareness of Student Govern
merit
The olflce of Sophomore Class
Vice President Is being sought
by Dwayne Barton and Julia
Duncan. Barton agrees with the
other candidates on Ihe issue ol
student Involvement but he
would also like to see In
provements made on Longwood
campus. An example ol ibis he
suggests would be better
directories placed around
i ampua to dorms and buildings.
Duncan hopes II she is se
lected as Vice President of Ihe
Sophomore Class she will be
able to pursue Issues sue li M
the Add/Drop Fees, a.id fund
raising lor her class.
Along with all the das oil lie
that are being voted on this
week there are several
available on Honor and Judicial

Board
I our representatives will I*c hosen for Honoi Board end tlie
' .ui'lldates are: Felicia Brown.
Maurice Clark. Dlna Da.
William HoOVler III. Maria Pier
son, Jennifer Thorton, and
Amanda Wright.
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OPINION

Longwood's Excellent Reputation For
Teacher Education - Will It Continue?
By LINDA M. NYGAARD
SUff Writer
Longwood has become well
known throughout the state of
Virginia for Its excellence In
lucatlon. This reputa
Uon has been achieved through
the dedication of qualified
I . and practical, methods
COUrai
which In combination,
have resulted In preparing ere
atlvc and Innovative teachers.
Whether this reputation will be
continued In the future has yet
to be determined, due to the re
structuring of the education
program
I he program changes at
Longwood became effective In
Inly. 1990, following a decision
which was handed down by for
mei Governor Halites to all state
■uppt rted i olleges In Virginia.
<>l Course, this decision was not
real hed without giving much
consideration to the long reachIriH Impact such changes would
have on our future teachers, and
children. To the contrary. Governoi Balllea appointed a com
mlttee, a selected group of non educators, to help him reach his
well Informed decision.
Under the new educational
program, students who wish to
ti ich In the elementary school
NK 8, must now major In a
lib) ral arts or science area.
I Ims. the major of "Elementary
Education" no longer exists, at
ofQclally In Itself. Instead.
the Student must sign up for the
ek tnentary education program.
In addition to their liberal arts or
science major.
The Idea Is simple - by completing a few. carefully selected
education courses, the student
will receive all the "basics" of
teaching, and. In addition, be
qualified to teach a specialty
area. This sounds great, doesn't
It? Some of the professors In
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Longwood's Education Depart
ment. who wished to remain
anonymous, do not agree.
Among the educational
classes that will no longer be re
quired for elementary education
certification are as follows: math
methods for elementary school
teachers, science methods for
elementary school teachers, art
education In the elementary
classroom, music In the class
room, elementary school health
and physical education, children's literature, grammar, pub
He speaking, economics, and
geography (30 total hours).
The only education courses
which are required consist of the
following: a one credit lntroduc
tory class, human growth and
development, language arts, developmental reading, diagnostic
teaching of reading and a class
In principles of education. These
16-hours mark the end of general certification requirements.
Of course, after completing
these classes, the student Is al
lowed to take two educational
practlcums. These practlcums.
which both can be accomplished
In one summer, allow the student to observe and participate
In selected classrooms. Now the
student Is ready for the professional
student
teaching
semester.
How can this be. I ask myself
as an elementary education major, under the "old" program?
Having completed each of the
courses which are now cut from
the program. I know firsthand of
the vast strategies and methods
that are explored In these
classes.
With these classes no longer a
part of the program, how can the
student be expected to gain
these critical Insights into the
teaching profession? 1 suppose it
would be possible to learn some

of these through trial and error
In student teaching, but what
about things that cannot be
learned through gradual, self
discovery? Aren't these Insights
the very things a college edui a
tlon Is supposed to foster?
However, there Is Justifiable
merit In the new program, at
least for middle school teachers
who plan to teach In one. departmentalized area. For Instance, a student who wishes to
teach fourth grade science can
receive a wonderfully strong scl
ence background for this professional goal by majoring in science.
On the other hand, however,
how much help will a major In
astronomy - or the like - be for a
kindergarten
or
primary
teacher? Or how can a teacher
with a major In psychology, for
example, be expected to teach all
of the major content areas In a
primary school - English, math.
science, music, physical educa
tlon. art
without having had
any individual methods courses
dealing with these subjects?

ROTUHDA.
Editor. The Rotunda:
On the evening of March 25. I
went with two friends to the
Weyanoke Retirement Home. We
went with the Intention of doing
an arts and crafts project with
the residents.
When we arrived, we helped
them make door decorations
with a spring theme. Not only
was It an enlightening experience to me. It seemed enjoyable
to the men and women there as
well.
After our activity was over, I
played the piano for the residents. As I played, more and
more people gathered to listen.

Not only did It seem to make the
residents happy, but I felt very
content being there making music. When I left Weyanoke that
evening. I had an Incredible
feeling of accomplishment; I
made friends and was able to
make a difference with my music.
I strongly encourage anyone
who enjoys sharing their per
sonal talents to visit Weyanoke a
few times before they graduate.
Not only will It brighten and
make a difference in your life. It
will brighten someone else's as
well.
Cullen Johnson

Longwood College
Box 1133
Farmville, VA
23909
1920
Founding Editor
Helen Skillman

STAFF
Executive Editor
Bradley L. Owen
Features Editor
Sherry Gatewood
Sports Editor
Asst. Features Editor
Ann Renee Heim
/

Head Photograp
R. Alex Rodriguez
Associate Editor
Erin C. McCay
Assistant Editor
James K. Johnson

Currently. Virginia Is the only
state, besides Texas, which has
mandated this new teacher edu
cation program. Whether or not
these changes will solve any of
the current problems in the ed
ucational system today has yet
to be proven. I hold serious
doubt.
Nevertheless, this new pro
gram Is now a reality which all
state supported colleges In Vlr
ginla are forced to follow, at least
for the time. With that In mind,
doubts need to be cast aside so
that educators can focus their
attention to the only Important
Issue of this entire mess - becoming the best teacher they
can be. for the children.

Business Manager
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D. Blrchett, IV.Todd Buchanan.
Michael K. Carter. Dina Dawson,
Kathy DiMarino, Sarah Drewry.
Tina Gewerth. Lynn Gianni.
Travis W. Grtflln. Debra E. Mayo.
Claude Monger. Christy Moltley.
Klmberly Mm, Chris Mulllns.
Linda M. Nygaard. Kandl Petlus.
Jennifer Phillips. Rose Ann Plt/.l.
Tricia Popular. R. Alex Rodriguez..
and Cassandra Yellis.
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NEWS BRIEFS FROM AROUND THE COUNTRY
Cafeteria Food
Scam Reported
I I IRVAI l IS, On ICPS)
If
you ask othei students the mo
live had to tx- financial
good
laate i ertalnh had nothing to do
with it
PoU< e ai Oregon State Uni
vcrsit) have uncovered ■ •< am
involving 27 students who foJsl
Bed computet records to receive
lice food from university food
services
Police allege that Junior Re
nan Ahmed Zakal, 23, who
works 11 the student Identlfli ■
tlon center, was the mam Instl
gatoi ol the scam thai netted
ovet 125.000 worth ol university
food ovei a one vest period, the
school papei Jhe Daily Barome
ten reported
Police believe Zakal entered
the names ol 27 students, in
eluding himself, Into university
meal plan, when in ii'.ihlv Ih.-v

hadn't
According

to

the

Dally

Barometi
I
othei
idents have confessed and all
have agreed to repay the school's
food
and fat e i rtmlnal
charges ol first degree thefl ot
aggravated first degree thefl

Poster Touts
Skiing and
Studying

For the flrsl time in 20 years,
this private college lor women is
holding firm on coal
tuition
remains al $12,078, With room

and board still al 15,675.

STOWB, Vt. (CPS)
Vei mont's governoi ret ently
revealed a slick new postei with
a

skiing

theme

to

irciuit

students to the stab •■ 21 public
and private si hods
I lav Howard Dean displayed
the postei al ■ press continent e
without apologies Cot Its i
atlonal slant
rhe poster, which Hsis the
state's public ami private
schools read Vermont: It's s
(.11',il I ,u .ill.HI fo| an I'.diu alion

Want to make tracks In youi
field ol choice? look to Vermont.
i he postei features a student
reading at hei desk, which has a
i omputei on II Behind her, col
orfully clad skiiers can be seen
on a Steep llope, and IIII state
oi the ai i -.ki equipment la
prominently featured.

Hood College
Freezes Tuition
FREDERICK, Md ICPS]
In
contrast to the national trend ol
sk) rot ketlng tuition costs fees
al Hood College will be frozen Ibi
students entering the 19
academic yeai

It was a decision the bo.ml

made to demonstrate their
i ommitmenl to families paying
the high coal ol education, laid
\.in( v Olllece, dlret loi ol .t<\
missions
Chough Hood "iiii lals will no!
know how the announcement

will aitci i enrollment foi I
'< | until Hi'' May i application
deadline, Clllet e said the
feedback has been very positive.
People apprei late this com
mitment, added Otllet e, who
said thai the school la nol cer
tain how many years the freeze
will las!
ubcommlttee reviews i osts
annually and i omes up with the
tuition fees she said

XAE Fraternity
Hit By HighTech Burglars
URBANA. III. (CPS)
Men
ben oi the Sigma Alpha EpsUon
fraternity al the University of
Illinois at Urbana Champaign
returned from Spring Break to
find ihi-n house burglarized
Poll
aboul $3,400 in
electronics equipment Includ

ing a stereo, ahout 150 compile)
discs, a Nintendo game and a
VCR - and Jewelry were taken
liom three rooms
Ahout seven members had
personal belongings stolen. Ac
cording to a report in the Dally
I Hi in. police said they believe the

burglary occurred on March 12
thai day. during a routine
check of the area where the
house is located, police saw one
dooi si,Hiding open. I1ie officers
said they unsuccessfully tried to
Contact someone lo sec uie Ihe
dooi
Fraternity members say the
total losses may !*• higher than
the current estimate becausethey are still compiling a list of

all the missing Items

Nice Guys Do
Finish First,
Says Texas A&M
Study
COLLEQE STATION, l(('I'M
Nice guys are more soi tally desirable as well as more
MI.IIIV attrai Uve,
ndy
by .1 psychology researcher at

lexaa AcVM University
1 .mi 1 Ann Jensen Campbell
says the SUKK proves thai un
selfishness seems to enhanc 1
man s attracttvenei

Hess

of how he looks In conli
the study found that the doini
name exhibited by outgoing,
extroverted men seems to
detract from their appearance.
The researcher videotaped
two men acting out four different
behaviors with attractive" and
"unattractive'' faces provided by
a makeup artist, then showed
the tape to 100 females.
Each woman rated the
attractiveness of the man that
she watched. Jensen Campbell
made sure some women
observed
the
attractive
"unselfish man. while others
observed an attractive selfish
man
According to Jensen Camp
bell, the women perceived
physically attractive men
having more wealth, but did not
perceive men who behaved In a
dominant fashion as having
more wealth.
Altruistic behavior, however,
made the men seem mon SSXU
ally desirable and more likable.

The opinions expressed In The
Rotunda are noi necessarily Ihose
of Longwood College, its students,
staff, administration, or trustees.
Columns, letters, editorials, and
cartoons represent the view of their
author.
Unsigned editorials
represent the majority opinion of
the editorial board.
All letters to the Editor must be
typed. signed, have a return address,
and phone number. The Editor and
staff reserve the right lo edit any
material submitted for publication.
All contributions shall be
addressed to The Rotunda. LC Box
1133. Farmville. VA23909. Deadline
for articles is 5p.m. Friday prior to
the Wednesday publication date and
these should be place in the
envelopes Inside the Publication
offices door In Lankford or mailed,
letters, personals, etc. are due on
the office door by 8p.m. Sunday. All
submissions become the property
of The Rotunda.
Published weekly since 1920 by
the students of Longwood College.
The Rotunda is an Associated
Collegiate Press and Columbia
Scholastic Press Association award
winning newspaper. Questions or
comments should be directed to our
main office at (804) 395 2120 or
faxed lo (804) 395-2237.

according to the study

William Kennedy
Smith To Begin
Medical Residency At UNM
ALHUQUERQUE. N.M. (CPS)

— Six months after lie was .11
quitted oi rape charges, William

Kennedy Smith will bruin his
medical residency .11 the University of New Mexico
rhe university lias an
iioiiiuid thai Smith would join
19 othei no oming flrsl yeai
Internal medicine residents in
June He had been one of 20 in
vited to |oin the program last
June
Smith, 31, nephew of Sen.
Bdward Kennedy, l> Mass, was
acquitted last De< 1 tnbei In W\
I'.ilm B<
he
d .1 woman at the Kennedy
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FEATURES
In Profile:

Local Merchant
Fufills Dream
By CHRISTY MOTTLEY
Staff Reporter
Charlie Simmons, owner.
"Charlies Fine Food and Cock
tails," recently purchased the
former "Monty's Restaurant and
Cocktails" building on West
Third Street to fulfill a dream.
Although skeptical of purchasing the restaurant during a
time of recession. Charlie has
been pleased with her success.
"From my angle It doesn't
look like the country Is having
any economic problems. Since
opening, two months ago. my
business has been wonderful. I
Just hope It will continue." she
said.
"Charlie's" does not specifically cater to the student popu
latlon as do Perlnl's and MacA
do's. Her main goal is to provide
fine dining at a reasonable price,
to anyone. Dinner prices average
from $8.95 per person, which
Include your entree, salad and
vegetable, to $21 per couple.
Obviously, the
price is
dependent upon the chosen
entree.
"Charlie's" chef prepares a
nightly special. However. In order to alleviate boredom.
"Charlie's does not set specialty
nights such as Mondays — Italian, Tuesday — Mexican, etc.
There are plans to offer specialties of fresh Alaskan crab legs
and prime rib during the first
week of April. As of yet, the spe

clflc dates have not been designated.
"Breakfast and lunch appear
to cater more to the downtown
merchants and Ixmgwood fac
ulty." she said. "We notice more
Hampden Sydney and Longwood
students during the dinner
hours."
"I depend on students not
only for business but also as
employees. Once the spring
semester ends. I don't know
what I am going to do. I'll lose
three great employees to
graduation," Charlie said.
Since Just recently opening.
"Charlie's has not seized the opportunity to offer special deals or
events for the students. How
ever, according to Charlie, she
plans on providing "something
special" for students next year.
"Charlie's is not like Perinls
or MacAdo's but I hope students
will try us out,'' she said. "When
you're out see what "Charlies'
has to offer, and don't forget to
mention you read about it in The
Rotundal'
"Charlie's Is located at 118
West Third Street. Hours are 7
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and 5 p.m. to
9 p.m.. Monday through
Saturday. Currently closed on
Sundays. "Charlie's" will be
offering a special Sunday
Brunch to be served on Mother's
Day. Easter Sunday and on the
weekends of both Longwood and
Hampden-Sydney graduations.

Longwood Celebrates
National Library Week
By TRAVIS GRIFFIN
Staff Reporter
Longwood College celebrated
National Library Week on Sunday. April 5. by holding a bookreading ceremony at the Longwood College Library Atrium.
The ceremony was convened
by a wind ensemble performing
Renaissance and Baroque style
music. This performance was
enacted by Carolyn DeWolfe of
the Learning Center, Jean and
Mary Murphy of the Library
Staff, and Joe Murphy of the
Longwood Bookstore.
There was a large variety of
books laid out on tables all
through the library atrium The
books laid out included everything from children's books to
how-to books, from biographical
books to novels. These books
were for the audience to browse
through both before and after
the ceremony.
Hosting the ceremony was
Rebecca Lalne, Acting Director.
of the Longwood Library. She
began the ceremony by making
some opening remarks to the
audience about what was to
come. She also commented
about the importance of books.
Lalne noted that Longwood's
book budget was restored by 95
percent this year after taking a
dramatic plummet last year. She
also noted that there were many
new and classic books available
on the tables for anyone who
wished to purchase one.
The ceremony consisted of
speakers reading or reciting selected sections of their favorite
books.
The first speaker was Frank
Howe, who works for the Department of Education. Mr.
Howe read from his favorite
book. Harper Lee's To Kill A
Mockingbird. He read the very
ending of the book but ensured
the audience that it would not
ruin the rest of the book.
The second speaker was Dr.
Elisabeth Ftynn, an Art Professor at Longwood. Flynn read
quotes from John W. Dlxon's Art
and the Theological Imagination.
She said that this Is the book
that she most wishes she had
written. The major thesis of this
book was expressed In this
quote: "Art Is not an element In
an existing world, it Is a primary
element In shaping that world."
Dr. Flynn shares the same sen
tlment as Dlxon that people who
are not Involved In the making of
art should make more of an
effort to understand It and not
Just pass It off as unimportant

The third speaker was senior
Marianne Moffat. Moffat read
from the children's book. The
Wind and the Willows by Ken
neth Grahame. She read a con
versatlon between the river rat
and the mole In the book.
The fourth speaker was Dr.
Cralg Challender. an English
Professor at Longwood. Dr.
Challender read passages from
Walt Whitman's Leaves ojGrass.
Dr. Challender read these passages In such a way that made It
very Interesting and moving.
The fifth speaker was Christy
McDonald, a sophomore English
major at Longwood. McDonald
has won several awards for her
story telling. McDonald read the
entire book, Flossie and the Fox.
by Paty McKlssack. The best
thing about her storytelling Is
her Interpretation of the voices
and accents of the characters in
the book.
The sixth speaker was Dr.
Mike Lund, an English Professor
at Longwood. Dr. Lund read
passages from Eric Kraft's Little
Follies: The Personal History.
Adventures. Experiences of Peter
Leroy (So Far).
The seventh and final speaker
was Dr. Kevin Dunn, Chemistry
Professor at Hampden-Sydney
College. Dr. Dunn recited Dr.
Seuss's The Sneetches. This
presentation was the most
unique because he used visual
aids
to
accompany his
recitation. Dr. Dunn used two
contraptions that would change
plain pieces of cardboard to
pieces with stars on them and
vice-versa. Everyone obviously
enjoyed It and most seemed to
view it as the highlight of the
ceremony. The production ran
very smoothly and was extremely interesting. Informative.
and entertaining.
After the ceremony was an
Informal reception. During this
time, audience members and
speakers were treated to one of
Professor Maria Sllvelra's fa
nious cakes.
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Sugar Hollow Reservoir provides good spots for
fishing.

Spring Provides
Good Fishing
By EDDIE MONGER
Staff Writer
Early springtime is a great
time to fish. With warmer
weather, fish become more active and are hungry.
Trout season opened In
designated waters of Virginia on
March 21. 1 spent a couple of
hours at Sugar Hollow Reservoir
In Albemarle County that day.
Sugar Hollow has a good population of trout. It's stocked with
brook and rainbow trout, and
has some native trout.
Hundreds of people lined the
shore and waited for 9 a.m. (the
season officially opened at that
time). Anglers fished with
salmon eggs. corn, marshmallows. Berkley Power Bait, meal
worms, earthworms, spinners,
and artificial flies. Most of the
trout were being caught with
corn or a combination of mealworms and Power Bait.
Many farm ponds throughout
Virginia provide great fishing.
These small, private ponds are
sometimes Inhabited by monster
fish.
On a warm and sunny day. In
early March, I went fishing with
my brother-in-law at a small
pond behind his house. I was
fishing for crapple and using a
1/32 oz. crapple Jig that was
white. Crappie are related to the
sunfish family and are quite
tasty. Crapple are also referred
to as "specs", "silvers." and
"silver perch."

Anyhow. I was having a good
time and was catching a lot of
small fish. I would cast my Jig
out Into the deep water, let It
sink for a few seconds, and then
reel the lure In slowly. The fish
would usually strike the Jig as it
fell to the bottom. However, the
biggest fish Inhaled the lure
when It drifted over a sunken log
that was about 10 feet from the
shore. The fish put up a
spectacular fight and when I
landed it, the crapple weighed a
little over two pounds.
During Sprtrg Break. I had
several opportunities to go fishing. I fished at several local
ponds In Albemarle County. I
had the most luck using the
crapple jigs. I also caught
several nice largemouth bass
using those lures.
Several of Virginia's state
record fish were caught In early
spring. Richard Tate caught the
Virginia state record largemouth
bass on April 16. 1985 at Lake
Conner. The lunker bass
weighed In at 16 pounds. 4
ounces. On April 27. 1986.
Michael Mills caught a record
sunfish (from a private pond)
that weighed 4 pounds. 12
ounces. On April 18. 1987. Jeff
Bates caught a record crappie
il at weighed 4 pounds, 3
ounces. Bates caught the fish at
Gaston Reservoir.
Early spring Is a great Ume to
go fishing, but then again, any
ti n« 's p. great time to fish.

Lesbian Films Draw Protest
At University of North Florida
JACKSONVILLE. ITa. (CI>S) Two lesbian documentaries were
shown at the University of North
Florida despite protests by a
Christian organization and
threats of a lawsuit by a
student
One
student,
Kelley
Copeland, hired an attorney to
oppose the showing of the
doc umt'til.tries
Oul
of
Suburbia The Stories of Eleven
Lesbians." and "Seventeen
Rooms (or What Do Lesblana Do
in Bed?), WIIK ii were shown
March IK at tin- Women's
(inter.
Copt-land, the Chris
tian Coalition of Duval County
also objected t" the showing oi
the film and sent protesters to
the center the evening ol tin
showing.
The Issue was academic
freedom ,nnl diversity on
campus, said Shirley Webb
.ii ting dire) lot ol tin- Women ■

Center, who said th.it

the

administration had no hesitation
about showing the films.
Webb said school officials
were surprised by the number of
l.ivorable tails and letters they
received in favoi oi showing the
Dims
"We had a huge crowd, so
huge we had to move il. The
original room held 60 people We
moved It U) I room that held 250
people and had standing room
only,"' Webb said.
"We had a lively discussion
and debate, people asked quea
lions like. Why are you showing
these films?1 II was what .1 uni

versity is all about: dialogue,
discussion and education, in
i'\< hange ol ideas. Webb said
i opeland ■ attorney, Jeffrey
Wixxl. told The Associated I'M SS

thai his client objected to the
i public funds to promote
an "abnormal lifestyle' and
questioned the relevant e of the
films to women s history.

EDITOR WANTED!
The Rotunda is currently accepting
applications for 1992-93 Editor. Applications
are available at the Information Desk in
Lankford. Entry deadline extended to 4/13/92.

By KANDI PETTUS
Staff Reporter
Steve Dealph came to Longwood College as the Greek Af
fairs Coordinator In 1990. He
acts as the official liaison between the college administration
and all of the recognized
fraternities and sororities on
campus.
Dealph Is a graduate of the
University of Southern Indiana,
where he was Initiated Into the
fraternity of Lambda Chi Alpha
in 1983.
Dealph attended graduate
school at Bowling Green State
University In Ohio, where he received his masters degree in
College Student Personnel.
His main duties consist of
advising IFC (Inter Fraternity
Council). Panhellenic Council.
Black Greek Council, and Order
of Omega.
In addition to all of those duties. Dealph also works with In

dividual chapters on programs,
workshops, and leadership development. He Is In charge of the
Resident Assistant (RA) selection
process, and advises Judicial
Board.
Dealph also assists with
Greek weekend. Greek awards
night. Order of Omega. Rho Chi
training, chapter philanthropy
projects, and rush.
Dealph feels that the Creek
system here at Longwood has
gone through some positive
changes. The makeup of IFC and
Panhellenic Council have doubled. Dlsafflllatlon throughout
rush has been Increased, and
open parties with kegs have
been abolished.
Dealph finished by saying
that "Although I have made a lot
of changes within the Greek
system, they have been very
supportive of me. and eager to
excel as a Greek community."

Several cadets, led by Captain Gary Wltteklnd,
examine one of the cannon emplacements at
Petersburg National Battlefield Park.

ROTC Cadets
Visit Battlefield
By JAMES K. JOHNSON
ASST. EDITOR
On March 7 the ROTC
department led a small group of
cadets to the Petersburg
National Battlefield. The group
was led by Captain Gary
Whltteklnd.
The tour lasted for several
hours, and was designed to give
cadets a better understanding of
the events leading up to the
siege of Petersburg and Its final
outcome. The tour was a one
day event. It was highlighted by
a detailed explanation of the
whole battle, and a walk to the
Battle of the Crater.
The battle for Petersburg began In June 1864 and was part
of General U.S. Grant's plan of
attrition against the Confederate
Army of Northern Virginia. The
selge would last a gruesome 10
1/2 months and would be a disaster for the South.
Grant's strategy was simple,
since he realized that the key to
taking Richmond lay In the
capture
of
Petersburg.
Petersburg Itself contained four
railroad lines and housed
several key roads that were
Utilized by the South. These rails
and roads provided Richmond
with supplies, equipment,
munitions, and rations. Many
critics believed that If Richmond
fell then the war would soon be
over.
Grant however believed that
the only way of defeating the
South was the elimination of
General Robert E. Lee's army.
Grant soon encircled the city
and cut Lee's supply lines thus,

the longesl siege in American
warfare began
One of the highlights of the
battle was the rreatlon of the
Crater and the story behind It.
Not long after the siege began,
soldiers of the 48th I'eiinsylva
nla Infantry, many ex-coal
miners, began to dig a tunnel
toward a Confederate held fort.
The plan was to explode four
tons of gunpowder under the
fort and send a large number of
troops Into the gap created In
the enemy's defenses by the
explosion. If the plan was to
succeed, Petersburg would be
captured In a shot, time and

thus the war would soon be
over.
The tunnel took a month to
dig and was 511 feet long, and
had lateral galleries at the end to
hold the explosive gunpowder.
When the explosion took place
on the morning of July 30. It destroyed a Confederate artillery
battery and left In the earth a
crater 170 feet long. 60 feet
wide, and 30 feet deep.
The Union troops began to
plunge directly Into the crater
and thus blundered badly since
their original plan called for
them to go around the Crater.
Soon a Confederate counterattack retook the crater and Inflicted 4.000 casualties on Federal forces.
The siege continued and
many Union officers were critl
ci/ed and removed from command. Before the fall of l*etersburg. Lee would be successful In
escaping and retreating with his
forces; however. It would not be
long before the eventual surrender at Appomattox.
Another treat that cadets
were exposed to was a tour of
the U.S. Army's Quartermaster
Museum. This museum is
located on Fort Lee.
The museum houses a multl
tude of U.S. Army relics and
memorabilia dating from the
Revolutionary War to Operation
Desert Storm. The museum has
many highlights such as the
original Jeep used by General
Oeorga s. Patton. Jr. in World
War Two. a full scale army sup
ply wagon, and an array of
original military uniforms and
weapons.
The Quartermaster Corps,
founded two days after the
creation of the Army In 1775. Is
the oldest service corps In the
U.S. Army today. Through the
years the Corps has been accountable for almost every ser
vice function Including: food,
Clothing, transportation, aerial
supply, petroleum supply, and
finally mortuary services.
In 1941 Camp I.ee was deslg
nated as the Chief Quartermas
ter training (enter, and In 1962
Fort Lea became the U.S. Army's
Quartermaster Center.
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Players Perform Wilde's
Importance of Being Earnest
By ROSEANN PITZL
Staff Reporter
The Longwood Players will
perform Oscar Wilde's classic
comedy The Importance of Being
Earnest this week on Wednesday
through Saturday. April 8-11.
Curtain will be at 8 p.m. on
all nights, and Friday's performance will be signed for the
deaf. General admission will be
$5; $3 for Longwood employees,
area students and senior cltl/<ns; free to Ixtngwood students
with ID.
Douglas Slmes, an actor,
teacher and singer from New
York City will be the guest dl
rector of Earnest.
Slmes. a 43 year old graduate
of the Yale School of Drama, has
had a number of roles Including
parts In "All My Children." and
"Ryan's Hope," as well as an ap
pearance In the South Jersey
Regional Theatre performance of
Educating Rita. He played Mr.
Frank In the Barter Theatre In
Ablngdon's production of The
Diary of Anne Frank, and appeared In Stage Struck, of the
same company.
Slmes became acquainted

i

I

I
I
I
I
«

with Longwood after meeting
Speech and Theatre faculty
member Pamela Arkln. Arkln
had taken a group of students to
the Barter Theatre production of
The Foreigner, a play which she
later directed at Longwood.
Slmes came to Longwood last
spring as one of two persons
who assess the work of theatre
department performance majors.
He has returned to direct this
Victorian comedy, as well as
teach a five week, one-creditcourse called Elements of Scene
Work.
The Importance of Being
Earnest Is set In London and
Hertford In Jury of 1895. and Is
a satire about the leisure class
that resides there. The cast consists of eight Longwood students.
David Richards and Rick
Codding play the debonair
young bachelors. Algernon Moncrieff and John Worthing. The
"visible" personification of absolute perfection." Ceclle
Cardew, Is played by Teresa
Coding, and Kate Dunnet plays
the witty and elegant Gwendolyn

Fairfax. Ann Helm Is Miss Prism.
Cecily's governess, and Daniel
Ellis has a double role as butler
and manservant.
Jonathan Church is the footman, and Pamela Arkln Is the
formidable matriarch of the
Fairfax family. Lady Brackenell.
Another staff member at Longwood. Hal Sherman, portrays
the devout and meticulous Rev.
Canon Chasuble.
Slmes Is excited about the
play, which has been called "the
most perfect play ever written."
Of Earnest, he stated. The irony
is blunt. There are no wasted
words, no wasted actions. It's
nonsentimental. but also wonderfully, scathingly funny. It's a
send-up of a comedy of manners." It Is a "satire of the leisure
class," and contains a lot of
"farce and deception."
"I had never acted in or directed this show before now,"
Simes states. "It's so good. I
wish I had discovered it sooner."
Set and lighting design are by
Kent Buess. a graduate student
In Theatre at the University of
North Carolina at Greensboro.

Longwood Center Offers
Help To Area Businesses
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By JULIE TATE
Staff Reporter
The Longwood Small Business Development Center
(LSBDC) is a nonprofit organization which offers assistance to
Virginia area businesses. They
help businesses In four cities
and 15 counties to expand their
current establishment, start a
new business, or solve problems
related to their business.
Funding for the LSBDC
comes from Longwood College,
the U.S. Small Business
Administration, and the Virginia
Department of Economic
Development.
The LSBDC was one of the
first centers named by Governor
Gerald Dallies as a leader in the
new Virginia Small Business
Development Centers Program
in 1989.
The center is located on Main
Street near I-ongwood's high rise
dormitories. The staff Includes
four full-time positions: Mr.
Jerry Hughes. Executive Director; Ms. Debbie Epperson.
Deputy Director; Mr. Hank Kim.
Systems Analyst; and Mr. Carroll Thackston, Business Analyst
l»r tin- Bouth Boston Branch. In
addition, several Interns work in
the Center. They work with
approximately 50 clients per

quarter.
A new client first sets down
with one of the directors and
gives general information about
their business and the problems
they are facing. A business plan
Is then drawn up which gives
the client details on how to
improve their operations.
Depending on the type of
business. It takes anywhere
from two weeks to a month to
create a business plan.
Some faculty members volunteer their time to help with client
cases and do research projects
as well.
The LSBDC has an outstanding reputation in the areas of financial analysts, business plan
preparation, and capital formation. It also offers many services
such as resource guides.
Industry
comparisons,
productivity improvement
materials, workshops, and
networking assistance.
Twenty-five workshops were
held last year with over 300
people attending. Workshop
coverage included: how to start a
business, how to market a busl
ness. business plans, advertising, and the recession.
Internships with the LSBDC
are a great opportunity for stu
dents to apply the knowledge

and skills they have learned.
Interns work with a variety of
businesses from hair salons to
small manufacturing corporations. They learn how to create a
spreadsheet. Income statement
and balance sheet, cashflow
statement, and the calculation of
the break-even point. They cover
all areas of the business and
learn where the figures come
from. They also learn how to do
brochures and surveys for the
business.
There are currently sixteen
Interns, eleven from Longwood
and five from Hampden-Sydney.
More Interns are needed for the
upcoming semester and interested students may contact their
business professor.
Those Interested must have a
minimum 2.5 cumulative GPA.
work experience, knowledge of
WordPerfect. Lotus, and the
mainframe. Interns receive three
credits and are graded on their
performance. They must work
six hours a week which are set
according to their schedules.
The LSBDC encourages students and professors to become
more Involved in the program
because of the great opportunl
ties It offers and chance to gain
experience In the students specific field of study.

Bush Pledges To Build Aid
Programs; Buchanan Silent
By JEFF GOLDFARB
lies making up to $50,000 a year.
CPS Washington Correspondent
Bush does not support direct
Editor'* Note: Hits Is one tn a loan proposals. He has said
MM.S (in (he prMidmtfal candi
reauthorizing current student
.Jules, foautng on thttr vimwa loan programs is better than
about hi()lur education.
trying to revamp the system
WASHINGTON (CPS) - II h..-. with direct loans and has
been four years since C<
expressed consistent support I i
Bmh i l.ilm<-d that he was going broadening the guaranteed
to be the "education president." student loan programs.
Though his record since 1988
Bush told The Chronicle of
has bean crlllcl/ed. President Higher Education that he thinks
Bliah has pledged to build lln.ni
that students with good grades
rial aid pi "grams and fight po
should get larger grants. His
llllial correctness on college proposed
Presidential
campuaaa II elected this yeai
Achievement Scholarship"
Hush's budget proposal fol
would offer $500 to Pell Grant
IK \i \i ii IIKhides a $6.6 billion
recipients who maintained good
irqiK M be 1V11 Grants, a 22 per
grades In high school and colcent IIK-u-a.se from 1992. Though lege.
the president has claimed to op
"Common sense tells us thai
rntltlcments, he said his
tying performance to reward Is
proposed Pall Grant allocation
in effective way to motivate our
provides enough funding fol ■ children to strive for higher
iii.i\iiiiiiin grant <>f $3,700. i fig
achievement,* he said.
me $1,300 higher than this y<m
President Bush has said he
Also. In Hush's budget pro
opposes giving federal financial
poaal. loan limits on guaranteed
aid In return for community
student loans are increased, the
service He claims such a tool
Interest on student loans become would "preclude" some students
deductible for federal Income t.i\ from receiving aid if they could
and no penalty withdrawals not perform such service.
I i Individual Retirement Ac
With regard to polltu.il
counts when funds are used loi correctness Issues. Bush says he
education become permissible. adamantly opposes the
Mr also supports raising the movement. "On too many
celling for IV11 Grants to laml
lupuses, an atmosphere of real

Intolerance for dissenting or
unfashionable
political
opinions has developed," he said
In a White House release. clUng
speech codes, one sided curriculum requirements and limited
guest lectures as part of the
problem.
He expanded on his concern
about I>C in The Chronicle: "It's
ironic that at the same time the
rest of the world is throwing
open Its doors - and universities
— to democratic values, some
U.S. students are being prevented from sampling the wares
for a free and open marketplace
of Ideas.
"Intending to correct past injustices, political correctness all
too often has the effect of re
placing old prejudices with new
ones."
Concerning overall education
issues. President Bush has focused attention on his America
2000 Initiative and his Head
Start programs. By the year
2000. tlie president said he hopes
that every adult American will
be literate and have "skills nee
essary to compete In a global
iny and exercise the rights
and responsibilities of citizen
ship."
Campaign staff for Pat
Hue lianan, Bush's chief Republi-
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These 12 Longwood students
will be departing for England in
May. There are additionally 12
students from Radford Unlver
slty participating In the program, but they will be departing
a week prior to Longwood students.
While Radford University
students will be attending the
University of Nottingham. Longwood students will be going to
Derbyshire College. During their
time at the colleges, the
students will have the
experience to observe and teach
in British classrooms for
approximately two to three
weeks. To help the students
British collage students visiting area schools are
along in this educational pro(bottom, from left) Alastalr Birch, Colleen Leethan,
cess. Dr. Betty Jo Simmons.
Helen Bingley and Matt Evans, and (top) Andrea
Professor of Education, will be
Roberts, Isabel Brown, Margaret Ward and Donna
accompanying the students and
Crowder
will be supervising their teach
ing experiences In the class
rooms.
Costs of the program require
that students pay for round-trip
airfare, meals, college administrative fees, and. of course,
spending money. Housing Is
taken care of for the students,
Many of the Longwood stu- because they will be staying in
By LINDA M. NYGAARD
"Who is that? I didn't notice
dent teachers who are In the ex- college dorms with British stuher in this class before... Who is
change program agreed to host dents or with sponsoring faml
he? Have I been absent that
British students during their lies In the area.
stay at Longwood. In return,
much?"
To help with the expenses of
For those of you taking
many of these British students the experience, there have been
education classes who might
will be hosting the Longwood two notable Longwood contrtbu
have noticed a few new faces In
students when they visit Eng- tions made. Dean Sue Saunders
your classes, you may have
land.
and Mrs. Mary Kaye Benton
asked yourseh some of these
During the British student Cochran contributed $1,000
questions. In answer, there are
teachers' three weeks at Long
from the "Opening Doors to the
now eight student teachers at
wood, they will be visiting vari- World' project. Additionally, the
Longwood College who Just arous school systems with their Education Department con
rived from Great Britain.
hosting student teacher. These trlbuted $200. The total of
The students are part of a
ventures will provide the stu$1,200 Is being used to help
student exchange program that dents with the opportunity to Longwood students to pay the
the Longwood Education observe and participate In airfare, resulting in each stu
Department is sponsoring with American school classrooms.
dent's ticket price being reduced
Radford University and Averett
On the other hand, there are by $100.
College. Just about the time
12 Longwood College students
most of us were starting to think who will later be departing for
Education students who be
about returning from spring England. The students which lleve they would be Interested In
break, the British students are Involved In this educational participating in a Longwood ex
arrived at Dulles Airport on
experience are Karen Cunningchange program should discover
March 21. The students were ham. Marcy Dudley,' Wendl their options early, so that plans
brought back to Farmville, Dudley. Beth Hedrick. Allison can be made. There are
where the next day they were McConchie. Linda Nygaard. currently potential plans being
able to meet many of the Nancy Patrick. Mary Shrlner. made
for
educational
Longwood students also involved Amy Taylor. Kevin Washington. opportunities in Honduras next
in the program.
William Wells, and Linda Wright. year.

British College
Students Visiting

Reynolds And Williams Receive
State Phi Beta Lambda Honors
Joe Reynolds has been named
Phi Beta Lambda President for
the State of Virginia for 1992-93.
He won the election at the PBL
State Convention held in
Staunton April 3-5. Reynolds
has also recently been elected
president of the Longwood PBL
chapter for next year. He is a
freshman business major from
Virginia Beach.
Willie Williams, a senior
Management Information Systems major, won first place In
the State in the Impromptu
Speaking competitive event. He
also placed second In the Information Management event.
Both Reynolds and Williams

will represent Virginia at the
National Phi Beta Lambda con
ventlon in Chicago July 5-8.
Also at the State Convention.
William Byrd. a freshman business major from Galax. was selected as State PBL corresponding secretary for 1992-93.
Attending the convention also
were Lisa Lockwood, a Junior
management
Information
systems major, and Mrs.
Frances N. Hamlett. Associate
Professor of Business, adviser of
the Longwood chapter.
Phi Beta Lambda Is a national
business organization open to
any post secondary student
Interested In business.

— FREE —
PREGNANCY TEST
116 N. Main Si.
Mon. 9am-lpm
T&Th 2pm-6pm
All services confidential.
Same day results.
S0UTHSIDE PREGNANCY
CENTER

can opposition, did not respond
to repeated requests for background information on his
views on higher education or to
requests for an Interview with
the candidate.
However, Buchanan released
the following statement about
his views on public education.
American education Is In a
state of decline, largely the result of an ever-Increasing education bureaucracy, and a lack of
competition within the system.
From affirmative action In
hiring, to busing for racial balance and assaults on uniform,
standard testing, too much ideologically motivated experientatlon has been Inflicted on public
schools.
'To revitalize American education, we need vouchers to allow parents to send their children to schools of their choice.
This will create market pressures on education at the local
level to produce what students
need most — real learning.
In addition, local education
officials need the authority to
hire and fire teachers and the
flexibility to respond to parental
concerns over the curricula.
Teachers, administrators and
principals who fall to deliver the
quality demanded and expected

by parents must be held ac
countable."

24-HOUR HOTLINE
392S4B3

MUSICIANS
DBOOK 92
Take the
First Step to
Getting Signed....

c

CONTACT:
Major Record Labels, Publishers,
Clubs, Promoters, Managers, Studios,
Distributors, Nationwide
Send $35.00 (check or money order) to:

A &R RECORD GUIDE
P.O. Box 88415
L» Anjele*. CA 90009
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Wolfbane
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By Anthony Rubino, Jr.
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Spencer Green
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HELP WANTED
Applications are now available
for Summer
Conference
Supervisors and Desk Aide Positions. Applications are available in the Dean's of Students
Office. For more information,
contact Steve Dealph at 2118 or
Mike Herndon at 2514.

ACROSS
1 Barn.iard:
6 "Dragnet"
Jack
10 Nettar Land I
14 Aspankin
15 Toward shatter
16 Oltica nota
17 Jack ol all
tradai
10 Malay craft
20 Upon
21 Wlngad
22 Impetuous
23 Angelic prop
25 Wild plum
27 Goddess ol
recklessness
30 College VIP
32 Christian
creed
36 Hilly district
In Eng.
38 Colonizes
40 Field: Let.
41 Saxon legis
lature
42 Not now
43 Fla.cape

45 Hollow rock
46 Tars
47 Coin stopped
on
49 Math.
50 Legal abbr
52 Jade
54 Reporter query
57 Old language
59 Light giver
63 Shankar
64 Someappli
ances are

1

1

3

'
11

•■

?0

H

?t

*

It

5 Pronoun
6 Stuck-up
cover

10

11

17

13

'

15

It

n

n

1

■I ■
33

"

34

3S

"

40

*

43

44

46

54
63

55

i

"

CRUISE JOBS
Cruise Lines Now Hiring. Earn
$2,000+ per month working on cruise
ships. World travel! Holiday, Summerand Full-time employment available. For Employment Program call
1-206-545-4155 ext.C 552

_

a I I ■ ■ ?P ■

66
6«

1

u

FASTFUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

1

is

60

61

67

IUv/U main

Fox your fraternity, sorority,
loam or other organization.

M

cr
"

M

Plus rt*ti\eu$1000
bonus for yourstflf!

71

And a FRKK WATCH
JILSI for calling.
Call 1-800-9.32-0528
KxL65

C199? Tntxjo* Media Swvic**

7 Essayist Lamb
8 Defeats
9 Palm seed

10 Curse
11
12
13
18

Miss Miles
Staggname
Netter Yannick
Rhine
tributary
24 Commercials
26 OPEC s pride
27 Radar planes
29 MissVerdugo
31 Wanderer
33 Group character
34 Badly off
35 Serfs of old
37 Playwright
39 Campaigns
41 Most tender
44 Pet doc
45 Part of Eur.
48 Coinage site
51 Certain
student

4 Heb letter

I

M

28 Forum wear

DOWN
1 Epic tale
2 Help a felon
3 Vegas rival

:

tr f I
1l

67 Basin
68 One at —
71 Jason's wile

i

"

66 Rainbow
69 Prove
70 Spreads hay

11

4

RESIDENT CAMP STAFF Assistant director, business
manager. RN. kitchen staff, unit
counselors and leaders, program
specialist, pool director and lifeguards needed; June 13 August
11. Two seasonal resident
camps located near Harrisonburg and Leesburg, VA. Contact:
Ruth Ensor. GSCNC. 2233 Wisconsin Ave. N.W., Washington.
DC 20007 4187. 202-337 4300.
EOE.
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53 Cream of the
crop
54 Legal paper
55 Speedy rodent
56 Rara —

3

a

i

i
V a
H M
3
V
3
0
1

58 Care for
60 Amino —

61 "Auntie -"

LIVE INTERVIEW WITH TWO
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
from B.A.C.H. (Business Al
llance' for Commerce in Hemp)
Thursday. April 9. 8:00-10:00
p.m. onWLCX90.1 FM
Lancer Productions Positions
April 1 - Applications available at the Info Desk and student
Union Ofrice.
April 17 Completed applica
tions due to Student Union by 5
p.m.
April 20 - Interviews

Friday. May I

ATTENTION ALL Alpha
Gamma Delta's:
The smell of
haze is In the air or Is that Just
Squirrel Blood? You will be
Hazed!! Do not try to out do us.
Because it can't be done. No
matter what you do this week.
Your Ass Is Ours on Friday
night! - The Crows
Angela D.
Make sure you
use a napkin when you eat!
Don't forget to wipe!! - J.R.
Kerr, Beef and Missy - I will
NOT TOLERATE prowlers! You
got a piece of the rock? Well, IVe
got 2 pieces of wood!! - Buck

ATTENTION SENIORS
Longwood's Admissions Office anticipates employing an
admissions counselor beginning on or about mid-July and end
ing in May 1993. High energy, good communications skills, and
active involvement while at Longwood are prerequisites lor successful candidates
Salary $1606.00 per month, no benefits, all travel expenses
paid Must be willing to work at Admissions programs on week
ends and evenings
Interested candidates should submit a resume to
Dr. Judy, Vogt,
Associate Director of Admissions
Longwood College

Vour/^e^/Horoscopc
by Harvey K Perdems
28th District Alderman
Special Guest Astrologer

Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) Rough
financial times ahead. Vote for
Harvey K. Perdenis and enjoy
four more years of economic
growth.
Taurus: (Apr. 20-May Z0)Youi
love life will improve if you lend
a campaign contribution to
Harvey K. Perdenis.
Gemini: (May 21-June 21) You
will feel a strange urge to Mippon
City Appropriations Bill Rl24,
author: Harvey K. Perdenis.
Cancer: (June 22-July 22) As a
Cancer, you want gix>d jobs at
good wages. Vote for Harvey K.
Perdenis this November.
Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22) You will
find Harvey K. Perdenis Irresistibly attractive and have a torrid
affair with me. (1 like 1KM

ladies.)
Virgo: (Aug. 2 5 Sept 22) Support Harvey K. Perdenis in his
crusade against the fat-cats on
the zoning board.
Libra: (Sept. 13 Oct. 23) If you

want things to turn out okay, just
think Harvey K.
Scorpio: (Oct. 24 Nov. 21) It's
important you don't forget

Campus Calendar
Thursday
April 9

Friday
April 10

Lancer Productions:
General Meeting. 1:15 pm
Conf. II
SGA: Open Meeting. 6 pm
Conf. I
Concert: Japanese Koto
Players. 8pm Wygal

Men's Tennis: HampdcnSydney. 3pm Lancer Courts

Play: The Importance of
fteiny Earnest. 8pm Jarman

Play: The Importance of
Being Earnest. 10am & 8pm
Jarman
LP Movie: Father of the
Bride. 9pm Gold Room

8 A.M. - 12 Midnight

Saturday, May 2
9 AM. - 12 Midnight
Sunday. May .?
/ P.M. - 12 Midnight
Monday. May 4 - Wednesday. May 6
8 A.M. - 12 Midnight

PERSONALS

M
V

62 Entreaty
65 Herd head

Thursday
8 A.M. - 12 Midnight
Friday ...
SAM. - J P.M.
Saturday
10A.M. -5 P.M.
Sunday
I P.M. • 12 Midnight

I.H1RARY HOURS DUK1NG EXAMS

S
3

1 v
3 3
8 V
V s

Monday

WANTED
Female roommate for the
summer. Rent $175 plus half
utilities. Located only 1 block
from Campus! Call 392-16771

MAXIMUMROCKNROLL Syn„„ . ,.„ ^ 1(X)kJng
Be(h
dlcated punk show broadcasts |-Qr u( _?
weekly on Monday from 4 to 5
p.m. and Tuesday from 6 to 7
K,m. Mar(c _ Can You ^
p.m.onWLCX90.1FM!
MAD DOG 20/20? - ?

v

I IIIRARY HOURS. MARCH 2.1 - MAY 6. 1992

NOTICES

Harvey K Perdenis this Novem
ber.
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22-Dec 21)
Chant several times In a public
place: "Harvey K., Harvey K.,

more Jobs, lughei ixiy'."
Capricorn: (Lesp 22 Jan. 19) It's
about tune we quit our bickering
and built that DUink ipal swimming pool. Support Harvey K.

Perdenis.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Fcb. 18) Some
books shouldn't he given DO OUI
kids. Vote for i larvey K. Perdenis
and help keep smut out ol out
libraries.
Pisces: (Feb. 19 Mar. 10) Support of a fetching middle-aged
man masman suit will bringVOU

deep personal fulfillment.
I Uavey K Perdenii wishes to stress
ihatalOumnh lw is theguestcutroL tg i
u\isweek, thi\ column is rntended/bt
entertmnmeni purposes (inly, aiul m
mi way irttttuis ui /bstfl belie/ m the
occult, which is an affront in ( )ui
I leuvcnly latiwr, out peat country
arul the sanctity of our nut lea fam
ily. Ruhy Wyivr h will return next
week from her vacation m the
NetheruKnld.
Information on events thoutd
be submitted to trie Student
Union Offti e in l.unkford by
the h'ridyy preceding the
appropriate Issue of the
paper

Saturday
April 11

Sunday
April 12

Monday
April 13

Tuesday
April 14

Wednesday
April 15

Jr. Art Show Opens:
Reception, l-3pm., Bedford

Baseball: Md. E. Shore (2).
lpm Golubic Stadium in
Crewe

Workshop: Resume

HIV/AIDS Update: Dr.
Richard Keeling, lpm
Jarman
Workshop: Interviewing
Skills. lpmCPPC
Lacrosse Hollins, 4 Uiimi
1st Ave. Field
Spring Choral COW III
8pm Wygal

Baseball I
Stadium in Crewe

Baseball: NCAT&T(2),
lpm Golubic Sladium, Crcwc
Lacrosse: Bridge water, lpm
1st Ave. Field
Softball: Va. Wesleyan.
1:30pm Armory Field
LP Comedian: Jeff Dunham
& Peanut. 8pm Lancer Cafe
Play: The Importance of
Bema Earnest. 8pm Jarman

Phi Kappa Phi Initiation.
3pm Wygal

Wriung. SpmCPPC
LP Movie father uf the
liiiii£a_(>i>m. (iuiii Room

lubic

"A Special LviniriK For
Kmployees": 8pm
HUkwell Dining H..11
Intramur.il'- I risbec G
I Hd

SPORTS
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BaseballTeamWins
Four In ARow

Taylor Named
Player a
The Week
Junior third baseman Terry
vlor. who batted .500 and
drove In eight runs In four
garnet last week, has been
11.inicd I,ongw<xxl College Player
of th<' Week for the period March
29 April 4. Player of the Week Is
chosen by the Longwood sports
Information office.
Poi HK1 week, Taylor had five
hits In 10 trips to the plate.
drove In eight runs, scored six
and ripped a pair of homers
lot raised his batting average
30 points, from .261 to .291. On
thr year, he has five homers,
three doubles, 26 runs and 27
RBI. Hie team leader In sacrifice
files with four, he's also tied for
(he lead In walks with 18 and
has Stolen ll bases In 15 at
tempts.
"i ii ry has been under a lot of

pressure, said coach Buddy
Boldlng. "Dating back to the end
ol last season, he had been hit
ting the ball hard, but usually
ilglit at somebody. He has
worked his way through a long
dry .spell. Hopefully, he's back
on back now."
Taylor's fifth homer came

TERRY TAYLOR
with two outs and two men on
base In the first Inning of the
Lancers' 8-3 win over North
Carolina A&T Saturday. Boldlng
(ailed the hit a key to the first
game victory. He added a run
scoring single and a sacrifice fly
for five KM In the game. Longwood, 18-7 with four straight
wins, beat A&T 5 2 in the
second game.
A .336 career hitter at Longwood, Taylor Is a graduate of
Jefferson Forest High School.
With 16 career homers, he's now
tied for eighth on the Lancers'
all time list. He's also got 94 career KMs. Taylor Is majoring in
management Information systems.

Paced by Junior Terry Taylor
and freshman pitcher Bart van
Zoest, Longwood won four
straight games on the diamond
last week, sweeping twin bills
from Oneonta State and North
Carolina A&T for a season
record of 18-7.
The Lancers, ranked 23rd In
last week's Collegiate Baseball
Division II poll, beat Oneonta
16-8 and 16-5 Tuesday and
swept North Carolina A&T 8-3
and 5-2 In Greensboro
Saturday. Taylor hit .500 for the
week, driving In eight runs,
scoring six and ripping a pair of
homers. Van Zoest. a lefthander,
got two victories, throwing a
complete game against Oneonta
(a 16 5 Lancer win) and pitching
two shutout innings in
Saturday's nightcap at A&T for
his second win.
All American Mike Tucker
also had a good week with three
homers (he has 13 for the year)
and six KBIs. He's hitting .465
with 36 RBIs for the season.
Other Lancer leaders are

Softball Sweeps Ferrum,
Falls In Tournament
By Greg Prouty
Longwood's Softball team allowing seven hits, five earned
swept a doubleheader from runs, and five walks.
Ferrum last Tuesday before
Longwood led Barton 2-0
traveling to Greensboro. N.C early before giving up six runs In
over the weekend to participate the fourth inning. Longwood got
In I he Fifth UNCG Invitational four runs back In the fifth and
Tournament, where they tied the game at 7-7 In the sixth
diopped four games to see their only to see BC rally In their last
at bat to gain the victory.
son record fall to 7-9.
The Lady Lancers lost the Freshman Klrsten Reller was 3-3
In I three contests on Friday by with two RBIs for LC. while
a total of five runs. They fell to Marks was 2 4. Wrenn took the
UNO Wilmington 6 4 in the loss, allowing 10 hits, five
opener; 5-3 to California (Pa.). earned runs, five walks, and
in NCAA Division II Top Twenty striking out two. Wrenn's record
Program; then 8 7 to Barton to Is now 2 5 on the season.
In the 11-1 loss to UNCG
c loss out first day play. On
uirday morning. Longwood Longwood managed Just four
was defeated by the host UNC singles off Spartan pitcher Wlnn
ensboro 111. UNCG went on Ha/elgrove. a feshman from
to share the tournament title nearby Cumberland High
with Cal (Pa.) as the School. Hazelgrove was named
championship game was halted the tournament's MVP after
by rain after five innings knotted posting five victories with 20
I 3.
strikeouts in the tourney.
Longwood
led
UNC Freshmen Marl Willen was 3 3
Wilmington 2-0 after three and I-orrl Payne 1-2. Brown (4-4)
Innings and 4 3 after live before took the pitching loss.
allowing three runs in the sixth
to drop a i lose 6 4 decision. Longwood 16, 11 - Ferrum 2,1
nlois Chris Gronke and
In Tuesday's opener, the Lady
Cassis Mullenlx were both 2-3.
with Mullenlx adding two Kills Lancers Jumped to an early 4-0
Sophomore Andrea Wrenn took lead In the first Inning as Marks,
the mound loss yielding nine who was 4 4 with two home
hits, five earned runs, and two runs, five runs and eight RBIs
on the afternoon, blasted a
walks.
The Lady Lancers managed grand slam following walks to
|ust lour hits in dropping LC's first three hitters.
another (lose r> 3 decision to Longwood added three runs in
powerful California. Senior the second as Marks added a
single
scoring
i aura Marks had an RBI double two run
In the Drat Inning as LC led '.' 1 sophomore Ana Litton and
after one. Junior Kathy Brown Willen.
The Lady Lancers scored a
suffered the pitching loss

Risko, Saunders
Unbeaten For
Lady Netters
I ongWOOd s women's tennis
team diopped its second and
third matches of the season l.y
■ !
las) week, falling al
Christophei Newport Tuesday
and .ii home again*) si Mary's
(NO Wednesday
ihe Lady Lancers air i ;t, bul
ail three losses have come by
4 scores. In the losses to CNC
and Si Mary's. Longwood won
three singles matches and one
doubles
Winners for Longwood
Wednesday were Jenny Holm
and Mslanle Saunders at No. 1
and 2 Singles and Jennifer Risko
at No, 5. Risko also teamed with
(Umber Bear to win at No. 2
doubles. Tuesday. Saunders.
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Risko and No. 4 Darcy
Rodrlgues took singles wins and
Risko and Bear were victorious
at No. 2 doubles.
Both Saunders and Risko are
unbeaten In singles this spring
with 4 o records Including tall
results. Saunders Is 10 0 for the
year and Risko 10 1.
Longwood's match at .South
em Seminary Saturday was
postponed. The I.ady I-ancers
host Virginia Wesleyan Huns
day at 2:00 and visit Meredith
Prldaj 11 ■ .' 10 match.

Mens' Tennis
Wins Three
In A Row
Bouncing bat k from ■ 0-3
Start, LongWOOd has won Its last
three Contests In mens lentils
for a 3 3 record heading Into a
match al Virginia State Wednes

single run in the third, two in
the fourth, then exploded for six
In the fifth to seal the win.
Longwood's fifth-inning runs
came on the strength of a triple
by Mullenlx. a double by
Gronke, and singles by Marks.
Litton and Junior Jen Brady. All
came around to score, as did
Payne who reached on a walk.
In the second game.
Longwood scored two In the
second inning, four in the third,
one In the fourth, and four in
the fifth. Marks hit a two-run
homer in the second Inning
following a single by Gronke.
Mullenlx hit a two-run double
In the third after Payne opened
with a double. Litton singled,
and Marks walked. Marks and
Mullenlx scored on a double by
Junior Tara Confalone. Willen
singled in the fourth and scored
on a double by Gronke.
Payne's double in the fifth
scored Confalone and freshman
Becky Condrey. Litton then
sacrificed in Reller before
Wlllen's triple scored Payne with
the game's final run.
Through 16 games, Marks
leads the Lady Lancers In hitting
at .420, with two home runs and
20 RBIs. both tops on the team.
Gronke is batting .391. and
Willen .373 with three triples
and 13 KMs, Payne has a team
leading four doubles, while
Litton is 11-12 in stolen .ases.
Longwood Is off until
Saturday when they host
Virginia Wesleyan at 1:30 in the
final home game of 1991 at
Farnivllle's Armory Field.

day at 1:30. The Lancers host
Hampden-Sydney Friday at
3:00.
I.ast week Ixmgwood swept all
three doubles matches and five
of six singles Tuesday to down
visiting Ferrum H I and cams
back Friday to nip visiting New
l»ut News Apprentice 5 4.
Singles winners against Ferrum were No. 1 Hunter
Reynolds. No. 2 Chris Healing,
I Kuss Bolen, No. 4 Joel
Subldo and No. 6 James
Whlteree.
Doubles winners were Healing
and Bolen at No. 1, Reynolds
and Subldo at No. 2 and Kevin
Jarrell and Brian Hill at No. 3.

freshmen Jeff Toms and Chris
Tyson who are batting .400.
senior Scott Abel. .374. seven
doubles, eight homers and 33
KBI and junior Shawn Jones.
.293. seven homers. 19 KBIs
and 14 14 In stolen bases.
Chris Mulllns. 4 2 with a 3.67
earned run average tops the
pitching staff.
This week. Longwood Is
scheduled to visit St. Pauls
Thursday and Virginia State
Friday for doubleheaders. before
hosting A&T Saturday and
Maryland Eastern Shore Sunday
at Golubic Stadium In Crewe. All
four twin bills are slated to begin
at 1:00.
Longwood Sweeps A&T Sat.
Taylor hit a 3 run homer and
drove in five runs as the Lancers
beat A&T 8-3. Tucker added a
homer and Kyle Weaver pitched
five Innings to move his win loss
record to 4-3. Mulllns pitched
the final two frames.
In the second game Todd
Bowman hit a two-run homer in

the first as Longwood held on for
a 5-2 triumph. Longwood scored
three runs in the top of the
sixth, using four walks, a single
by Tucker and a run-scoring hit
by Chris Porter to beat A&T. Van
Zoest (3-1) shut down the host
team In the fifth and sixth
innings, allowing one hit and
striking out two.
"Bart did a great Job for us."
said Lancer coach Buddy
Boldlng. I'm very pleased with
him. He's learning."
Lancers Use Long Ball to Beat
Oneonta
Longwood played long-ball
last Tuesday against visiting
Oneonta of New York and the
result was a 16-8. 16-5
shellacking of the Dragons at
Golubic Stadium In Crewe.
Longwood collected 15 hits and
five homers to win Tuesday's
opening contest. Two homers by
Mike Tucker boosted his season
total to 12. Scott Abell hit his
eighth and Shawn Jones his
seventh.
Freshman Ben Flschoff had a

ind in
lly 12
nlverproartlng
I slu
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g the
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Women
Reflections Of A Road Trip Ruggers Stomp
By CHRISTOPHER MVUJNS
Staff Writer
Ivy League
10:25 a.m.- Todd. Mark Simon, and myself return from
Burger King, only to find out our game is canceled because the
field is too wet to play on. Coach tells us we have practice at 4:00.
so we can now do whatever until 4:00.
3:45 p.m. - We leave for practice following a day of
nothing. We watched TV and played video games all day. The
atmosphere isn't right for studying, so we basically Just killed
time.
6:0O p.m. - Back to the Ho Jo Inn. We dropped about half
the team off at "the mall The mall Is about two miles from where
we are staying, so Coach dropped them off with the Intent of
going back to pick them up. The mall Is a way for us to get away
from the hotel, the bus. and baseball for an hour or two. It's quite
refreshing sometimes, but tonight I came back to the hotel to
watch Duke vs. Virginia, on ESPN.
6:30 p.m. - The other half of us go to Qulncy's Family
Steakhouse again. The all-you-can-eat buffet has a good variety,
so you can eat something different every night.
8:00 p.m. - Mark Simon. Todd. Benm Flschoff. John
Daniel, and myself return from dinner to the hotel. After we all go
our separate ways to our rooms. Todd and I get ready for the UVA
game. Wrong. Todd Is dead asleep by nine, so I end up watching
the game myself. I was asleep by 12 o'clock. 1 guess the road Is
already catching up with us.
Thursday. Feb. 27
8:30 a.m. - Our wake up call comes and we're up this time.
After showering and getting our uniforms on. Mark. Todd and I go
to Shoney's for and all-you can eat breakfast bar. What a waste.
Knowing I have to pitch the second game today (we're playing a
make-up doubleheader) my appetite Is hiding somewhere. I eat
enough breakfast, but not enough to hold me over until 9 p.m.,
our next meal.
11:00 a.m. - We leave for Francis Marlon College which Is
about 15 minutes from our hotel.
11:15 a.m. - We arrive at the field for batting practice (BP).
Doing the age old pitching ritual. I shag fly-balls in the 70 degree
weather God blessed us with. Following B.P.. I stretch and Jog,
trying to settle down and relax. Relaxing is important when you
are a pitcher because you need to save up all of your energy.
Pitching Is both mentally and physically demanding, because you
are the center of attention.
1:00 p.m. - The first pitch of the 1992 season is thrown.
Being the visiting team, we hit first. Believe It or not. I cannot remember if the first pitch was a ball or a strike. I guess It was because It snuck up on me. I was In the middle of my pre-game
prayer (or plea) begging the Big Man for a win. He obliged. We
won 11-10 in the 11th Inning.
4:30 p.m. - After a very long first game, it Is time to get
warmed up for the second game. I was having mixed feelings. I
was very excited to pitch, but Francis Marion seemed to be good
hitters. I guess you'd call it fear of failure. That fear lasted until
my first step onto the mound in the game.
6:00 p.m. - The second game starts. I notice something is
missing. Nol the umpires. Not the other team. Not Coach Boldlng.
Not the 20 professional scouts who came to see Mike Tucker.
Scott Abell, etc. It was the crowd, or at least the student section.
The first game hosted about 150 fans (a lot for college baseball),
100 of whom which were students. They were an effective crowd.
They were all over Terry Taylor (third baseman) and Tucker
(shortstop). The students sat right behind the foul fence up the
third base line, so Taylor and Tuck were easy pickings. This
Journal Is rated PG 13. so I cannot tell you what they said. I was
kind of hoping they would ride me. so I could feel like the enemy.
I like that feeling, It seems to bring the best out of me.
7:50 p.m. The winning run scored, for them. They had
won in the bottom of the seventh with two out. We led 2-1 In the
last Inning, but they pulled it out. I had mixed feelings about my
perfoi inane c. but the bottom line Is we lost.
8:30 p.m. After showering, Todd and I ordered pizza.
While we were waiting. I called my dad and told him the news. He
was disappointed, but very supportive.
11:00 p.m. Hie two old men fall asleep.
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day he'll long remember with
two doubles, a homer and four
RBIs in three trips to the plate.
Normally a reserve catcher,
Flschoff played most of the game
at second base and performed
well, after taking extra batting
practice late Monday afternoon.
He hit a 3-run homer, his first.
In the sixth.
The beneficiary of the Lancer
S8S
offensive showing was pitcher
Wayne Weaver. 2-0. who went
|Ulre
the distance despite giving up 12
•trip
hits to the Dragons.
nb
Taylor. John Hutzler and Bill
rse,
Reeves hit 3 run homers as
I
Is
Longwood took a 13 2 lead after
nts,
three Innings and coasted to a
gin
16-5 victory In the nightcap.
•tu
Reeves' homer was the first of ml
his college career. Hutzler was
3 3 with four RBIs. Jeff Toms 3
sof
3 with four runs and Abell went een
2-3 with two RBIs.
JUVan Zoest pitched seven 1ers
innings to notch his second ton
complete game win of the X)0
season. He allowed 10 hits. the
walked five and struck out three. the

PART II:

Christopher Mulllns is a senior pitcher for the Lancers. The
following article is a Journal account of a recent baseball team trip.
It will be published over several issues
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Longwood's women's rugby ■
team traveled to the University rer
of Virginia last weekend to par
ns
ticlpate In the 16th annual UVA re
Women's Invitational Tourna
ment.
»
On Saturday the women rug
gers faced I*rinceton University.
a team that had not only scored
on this formerly undefeated
team but soundly beat them 4-0.
Tara Popperwlll. one of the
team's newest members, made
the only try of the game.
On Sunday morning I-ong
wood faced Emory University. It
was clear from the beginning
that Longwood was the doml
nant team. Scores made by
Angle Sullivan and Ann Callaham and a conversion kick by
Missy Greene led the lady ruggers to stomp Emory 32-01
The only loss of the weekend
was to the University of Virginia
who placed second of the 14
teams participating in the tournament.
This was the last game for
four graduating players: Nicole
Lenhardt. Angle Sullivan. Ann
r.ill,ill.mi. and Krissy Parker.
Even though Longwood will miss
these valuable members they are
looking forward to a winning
season next fall.

Lancer Golfers
Beat Two
Sparked by 3-over-par 72's
from Frank Davlde and Steve
Crute, Longwood won a threeteam men's golf match last
Wednesday at Longwood Golf
Course, shooting a 297 to beat
Hampden-Sydney (318) and
Newport News Apprentice (322).
The Lancers, now 4-2 for the
year In match play, got scores of
75 from Jimmy Ward and 78
from Shawn Moore to back the
showing of Crute and Davlde.
Jeff Smiley and Steve Smith shot
noncountlng scores of 79.
Medalist for the day was Cory
Reeves of Newport News
Apprentice who shot an even-par
69. Hampden-Sydney was led by
John Rosenbaum with a 76 and
Eric Early with a 79.
It was a real good day for
us." said Longwood coach Steve
Nelson. "It looks like we're
peaking at Just the right time as
we head into next week and the
state tournament."
Longwood will host seven
teams at Its own two-day
Invitational
Monday and
Tuesday In Clarksvllle. The
Virginia College Division
Championship will be Saturday
and Sunday In Hot Springs.

